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Purpose:   

Consistent with USOC Bylaws, NGBs are required to abide by the policies and procedures of the USOC and 

the USOC-designated independent safe sport entity, the US Center for SafeSport (the “SafeSport Entity”).  In 

addition, each NGB must maintain an effective athlete safety program of its own.  This policy sets out these 

obligations and how they are related to one another. 

 

Policy Statement:   

Each NGB must maintain an athlete safety program that includes, at a minimum, the following components, 

all of which should be published in a common area in the NGB’s online resources:  

 

1.  Prohibited Conduct  

  

A policy that prohibits and defines misconduct including bullying, hazing, harassment (including 

sexual harassment), emotional misconduct, physical misconduct, and sexual misconduct – including 

by direct reference to the SafeSport Entity’s SafeSport Code for the U.S. Olympic and Paralympic 

Movements (the “Code”) (except that, during a transition period ending no later than December 31, 

2018, an NGB may use definitions and concepts functionally consistent therewith, in place of the 

direct reference).   

 

The policy must account for the SafeSport Entity’s person jurisdiction (as defined by the NGB’s designated 

categories of “Covered Individuals” as that term is defined in the Code,) and the fact that all such individuals 

are subject to such jurisdiction, policies, and procedures, including by explicitly setting out that the policy 

applies to all Covered Individuals. 

  

For clarity, the policy shall apply at least to (1) NGB employees; (2) athletes the NGB designates for the 

USADA required testing pool (RTP); and (3) individuals the NGB formally authorizes, approves or appoints 

(a) to a position of authority over, or (b) to have frequent contact with athletes.   

 

The policy must account for the SafeSport Entity’s exclusive and discretionary subject matter jurisdiction as 

set out in the Code, and provide for the NGB itself to address matters falling outside that subject matter 

jurisdiction. 
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2.  Criminal Background Checks  

  

A policy that requires criminal background checks, at least every two years, for those individuals the 

NGB formally authorizes, approves or appoints (a) to a position of authority over, or (b) to have 

frequent contact with athletes.  

As to individuals newly taking such a role, the policy should specify that such checks will be completed 

before contact with athletes begins and in any event within 60 days of the new role. An NGB is considered to 

formally authorize, approve or appoint an individual in instances where the NGB has control over the 

appointment process.  

Among other things, the policy must have the effect of requiring criminal background checks for any non-

athlete individual that an NGB or the USOC authorizes to train, stay, or work at an Olympic Training Center. 

The policy should include NGB tracking and periodic checks for compliance. 

The policy should include NGB publication of a list, updated at least annually, of those categories of people 

included in this requirement, taking into account the specifics of the NGB’s organization. 

An NGB may decide that its background check requirements will not apply to certain or all people under 18 

years of age, provided that it clearly publishes that fact in its policy documentation.  

 

3.  Education & Training  

  

A policy requiring education and training concerning the key elements of the NGB athlete safety 

program for (1) those individuals it formally authorizes, approves or appoints (a) to a position of 

authority over, or (b) to have frequent contact with athletes; and (2) NGB staff.   

Among other things, the policy must apply to any non-athlete an NGB authorizes to train reside or work at 

any Olympic Training Center (as such individuals will be expected to demonstrate successful completion of 

the education and training program before being granted such access).  

As to individuals newly taking such a role, the policy should specify that such education will be completed 

before contact with athletes begins and in any event within 60 days of the new role. 

The required education and training should be based on directly links to materials and information available 

from the SafeSport Entity, and may include additional NGB materials that are not inconsistent therewith. 

The policy should include NGB tracking and periodic checks for compliance. 

The policy should include NGB publication of a list, updated at least annually, of those categories of people 

included in this requirement, taking into account the specifics of the NGB’s organization. 

 

4.  Reporting  

  

The policy must include a procedure for reporting misconduct to Safe Sport Entity and the NGB, which takes 

into account the Code, and has the effect also of addressing matters that fall outside the SafeSport entity’s 

jurisdiction. 
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The policy should be clear that reporting may be made anonymously, and that no direct fees or other cost is 

involved in making a report. 

 

5.  Enforcement  

 

Each NGB must enforce its athlete safety policy, consistent with the Safe Sport Entity and its Code. 

 

The policy must include a grievance process, which is materially free of bias and conflicts of interest, to 

address allegations of misconduct following the report or complaint of misconduct that falls outside the 

SafeSport entity’s jurisdiction. 

 

This grievance process, whether by policy or operation of law, shall include the opportunity for review by a 

disinterested individual or body.  

 

  

6.  Additional Terms of This USOC Policy  

  

This USOC policy may be amended from time to time by vote of the USOC Board of Directors.  

In implementing its athlete safety program consistent herewith, NGBs shall be guided by the principle that 

supporting the health and safety of its athletes is a key element of its managerial capabilities. 

 

All NGB policies must comply with NGB requirements under the Ted Stevens Olympic and Amateur Sports 

Act. 

 

Limited exceptions to this USOC policy may be granted by the USOC on a case-by-case basis where 

appropriate, provided that such exceptions do not materially impact athlete safety.  

 


